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Rywire:  For a product launch at an automotive show Straw to Gold 
directed and produced a far ranging documentary on automotive 
designer Ryan Basseri, including aerial and russian arm footage.  





Venice CA:  Dwell Magazine commissioned an online film titled  
“Harmony Through Design” to highlight the beauty and natural flow  
of architectural design by Sebastian Mariscal Studio.





LAX Airport:  in another collaboration with Jon Carr we curated large scale 
content of Southern California visuals to be displayed via massive LED 
screens embedded in the architecture of the Tom Bradley International 
Terminal.  Seen by tremendous numbers of travelers each day, these 
impressions are intended as a greeting to visitors to Los Angeles.











Los Angeles Olympic Bid:  
 
A project was commissioned to convey the scale 
and poetic light of Los Angeles as media to be used 
in a 360 degree setting. Collaborating with renown 
director Jon Carr we captured many distinctive 
views of Southern California in 12K video which 
were presented on an immersive LED array, 
encircling the meeting and supporting the decision 
to bring the Olympics back to LA in 2028.





Visit McMinnville:  Straw to Gold worked with Visit McMinnville to create a charming 
30-second commercial to promote winter in wine country. This commercial was part of 
a winter campaign, airing on TV and online. Filmed on location at Soter Vineyards in 
Carlton, Oregon and in downtown McMinnville, Oregon.



Audi:  location scouting, casting and pre-production involving SG team 
members to arrive at a textured and exciting video piece highlighting Audi’s 
long tradition of exploration and outdoors lifestyle. 





Fluxergy:  Working with diagnostic technology company Fluxergy, we 
produced product photography, motion graphics and a film to introduce their 
vision for the future of rapid laboratory analysis in the field. 





Captain America Civil War:  To promote the new Marvel film, Straw to Gold was tasked 
with capturing a massive 3-day mural battle featuring 12 of the greatest street artists in 
the US. The final video piece was utilized as a massive social marketing mechanism 
reaching a global audience and garnering millions of views.
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